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General Fiction

**Taft** by Ann Patchett
A former jazz musician turned bar owner grapples with the loss of his son.

**On the Divinity of Second Chances**
by Kaya McLaren
A broken family finds its way back together with the help of a tango teacher, a group of tap-dancing ladies, and bagpipes.

**How I Came to Sparkle Again**
by Kaya McLaren
In a small Colorado ski town called Sparkle, second chances come with the winter’s fresh snow.

**Church of the Dog** by Kaya McLaren
A couple grown apart finds new joy when they hire of a mysterious ranch hand, Mara.

**The Dazzling Truth** by Helen Cullen
This family epic beginning in 1970s Dublin follows the relationship between an aspiring actress and a young pottery student.

**Bright and Dangerous Objects**
by Annelise Mackintosh
Solvig dreams of being one of the first human beings to colonize Mars, but must decide between her ambitions and her life on Earth.

**The Queen's Gambit** by Walter Tevis
A young orphan proves to be a genius at chess, but as her skills develop, so too does her isolation.

**The Dishwasher** by Stéphane Larue
A graphic design student with a gambling addiction takes a job as a dishwasher at a posh restaurant in Montreal.

**The Games House** by Claire North
An infamous gambling establishment offers its most lucky and skilled patrons the chance to control the fate of empires.

**Stubborn Archivist** by Yara Rodrigues Fowler
A young Brazilian-British woman navigates growing up between two cultures.

**Jane in Love** by Rachel Givney
Jane Austen accidentally ends up in present day England where she has a chance at love.

**Honeysuckle Season** by Mary Ellen Taylor
Hired to photograph the renovation of a historic estate, Libby finds herself drawn to the old greenhouse covered in honeysuckle vines.

**The Unraveling of Cassidy Holmes**
by Elissa R. Sloan
Following the suicide of a pop star, her three best friends reflect on their relationship.

**The White Bone** by Barbara Gowdy
An elephant travels with her herd in search of the White Bone, an object of mythic power.

**The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo**
by Taylor Jenkins Reid
A reclusive Hollywood icon is finally ready to tell the truth about her glamorous and scandalous life.
General Fiction

*Layla* by Colleen Hoover
After an attack leaves the woman he loves emotionally scarred, Leeds is drawn to another woman and he has to make a choice.

*Exquisite Mariposa* by Fiona Alison Duncan
A young woman forever chasing fads searches for the "Real," landing her in a sublet in Koreatown, Los Angeles.

*One Night Two Souls Went Walking* by Ellen Cooney
A young hospital chaplain finds unexpected healing for her own heartbreak on a night of rounds.

*Tomorrow Will Be Better* by Betty Smith
A young woman in the shadow of her parents' resentments looks for love and a life of her own.

Fantasy

*Seven Blades in Black* by Sam Sykes
Sal the Cacophony seeks revenge after her magic was stolen by those she trusted most.

*A Dance with Fate* by Juliet Marillier
A warrior agrees to become a bond servant in the home of a comrade she injured. There she begins to unravel the family’s secrets.

*The Light of All that Falls* by James Islington
The epic conclusion to theLicanius trilogy.

*The Soul of Power* by Callie Bates
Sophy Dunbarron struggles to remain queen in this conclusion to the Waking Land trilogy.

*The Tower of Fools* by Andrzej Sapkowski
After a thoughtless indiscretion a magician is forced to flee his home, pursued by brothers bent on vengeance and a Holy Inquisition.

*Spine of the Dragon* by Kevin J. Anderson
The queen of a race believed extinct demands the help of a human king to destroy the dragon at the heart of the world.

*Spellbreaker* by Charlie N. Holmberg
Elsie uses her powers as a spellbreaker to push back against the aristocracy and help the common man.

*David Mogo Godhunter* by Suyi Davies Okungbowa
David Mogo must capture two of the most powerful gods in Lagos and deliver them to the wizard gangster Lukmon Ajala.

*The House in the Cerulean Sea* by T J Klune
A caseworker in the Department in Charge of Magical Youth is sent to determine if six orphans are dangerous enough to bring about the end of days.
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### Historical

**One Night in Georgia** by Celeste O. Norfleet
Three young women from New York City face trouble on their way through the south to their senior year at Spellman College in 1968.

**The Paris Children** by Gloria Goldreich
 Inspired by the true story of one young woman’s fight to save the vulnerable children of Paris during the Second World War.

**The Alice Network** by Kate Quinn
A young woman pregnant out of wedlock and a former British spy from the First World War come together in a search for the young woman’s cousin in the late 1940s.

**Cher Ami and Major Whittlesey** by Kathleen Rooney
The lives of a messenger pigeon and an army officer intersect in unexpected ways during WWI.

**The Love Note** by Joanna Davidson Politano
In 1865 a nurse at a seaside estate finds an unopened love letter and decides to track down both the writer and intended recipient.

**This Tender Land** by William Kent Krueger
During the Great Depression, four orphans embark on an epic journey down the Mississippi River.

**Steller’s Orchid** by Thomas McGuire
Letters discovered in the frame of an eighteenth-century painting starts a search in western Alaska for a remarkable orchid.

**The Historians** by Cecilia Ekbäck
Trying to find her friend's killer, Laura uncovers a scheme some in WWII Sweden would do anything to keep hidden.

**The Chanel Sisters** by Judithe Little
As they come of age, Antionette and Gabrielle Chanel are propelled into the world of fashion just before the onset of WWI.

### Horror

**Lovecraft Country** by Matt Ruff
Accompanied by his uncle and childhood friend, Atticus Turner sets out to find his missing father in 1954 America.

**The Orphan of Cemetery Hill** by Hester Fox
In 1844 Tabby, who can communicate with the dead, becomes ensnared in a deadly plot following a series of macabre grave robberies.
Murder on Cold Street by Sherry Thomas
Charlotte Holmes must prove Inspector Treadle's innocence after he is found locked in a room with two dead men.

Bad Axe County by John Galligan
Interim sheriff Heidi Kick searches for a missing girl, battles drug dealers, and seeks the truth about her parents' death in this series opener.

The Deadly Hours: An Anthology
Four bestselling authors weave a tale of a priceless gold watch as it passes through time, wreaking havoc from one owner to another.

An Exquisite Corpse by Helen A. Harrison
NYPD officers Juanita Diaz and Brian Fitzgerald investigate the murder of acclaimed Cuban painter Wifredo Lam.

An Accidental Corpse by Helen A. Harrison
The autopsy of Edith Metzger, found alongside Jackson Pollock in a deadly car accident, reveals that Edith died before the car crashed. Was it murder?

Death of a Telenovela Star
by Teresa Dovalpage
A former Havana detective, on a cruise with her niece, becomes suspicious of the famous telenovela star also on board the North Star.

Midwinter Murder by Agatha Christie
Fireside tales from the Queen of Mystery

Murder at Kensington Palace
by Andrea Penrose
In regency England, Charlotte's cousin is murdered and she and the Earl of Wrexford are determined to find the killer.

Murder at Half Moon Gate
by Andrea Penrose
Charlotte and the Earl team up again to solve the murder of a gifted inventor.

The Bones Remember by Sara E. Johnson
On remote Stewart Island in New Zealand, a traveling forensic investigator looks into two deaths, one by bullet, one by shark attack.

Singapore Sapphire by A. M. Stuart
In 1910, Harriet Gordon hopes to make a new life for herself in Singapore, but murder gets in the way.

Revenge in Rubies by A. M. Stuart
After the murder of a friend's sister-in-law, Harriet Gordon may be the only person able to get close enough to investigate the crime.

The Man Who Wouldn't Die by A. B. Jewell
After Captain Don Donogue is murdered in Silicon Valley, he starts to tweet about it from beyond the grave.

Mortmain Hall by Martin Edwards
Framed for murder, Jacob Flint must save himself by discovering the link between mysterious events in London and a remote estate on the northern coast.
Religious Fiction

*Autumn Skies* by Denise Hunter
Wilderness guide Grace and Secret Service agent Wyatt meet when he takes a room at the Bluebell Inn on a mandatory leave of absence.

*The Librarian of Boone’s Hollow* by Kim Vogel Sawyer
During the Great Depression, aspiring novelist Addie takes the only job she can find delivering books on horseback in the hills of Kentucky.

Romance

*A Rogue of One’s Own* by Evie Dunmore
A suffragette seeks to gain control of a publishing house to further her cause but a silver-tongued rogue stands in her way.

*Written in the Stars* by Alexandria Bellefleur
Elle, a free-spirited Astrologer, agrees to fake a relationship with Darcy, an uptight actuary.

*Wild Rain* by Beverly Jenkins
A female rancher forges her own path in the wake of the Civil War.

*A Princess for Christmas* by Jenny Holiday
Cab driver Leo becomes Princess Marie of Eldovia’s personal driver during her unplanned visit to New York.

*You Had Me at Hola* by Alexis Daria
A behind-the-scenes romance threatens the careers of a telenovela star and a soap opera darling.

*Kiss My Cupcake* by Helena Hunting
The grand opening of Blaire’s bakery will be a perfect way to attract customers, unless they all go to swoony Ronan’s sports bar opening next door on the same day.

*All Stirred Up* by Brianne Moore
Susan sets out to save her family’s Edinburgh restaurant as her ex returns to open his own.

*The Lost Love Song* by Minnie Darke
Before she dies, concert pianist Diana composes a love song for her fiancé Arie while on tour. Passed from musician to musician, the song eventually makes its way to him.

*Silver Creek Fire* by Lindsay McKenna
After Lea takes a job remodeling Wild Goose Ranch for owner Logan, disturbing events begin to occur. As their connection deepens, Logan must keep Lea and his home safe.

*Notorious* by Minerva Spencer
Drusilla doesn’t want to marry and Gabriel, a rake, would like to remain single. After one careless moment they are forced to become engaged, which might not be so bad after all.

*Beauty Among Ruins* by J’Nell Ciesielski
An American socialite turned nurse must help a Scottish lord uncover who is behind the mysterious events at his manor turned convalescent home.
Romance

*In a Holidaze* by Christina Lauren
A woman in a rut relives Christmas day till she can find what will make her happy.

*Spoiler Alert* by Olivia Dade
Actor Marcus plays Aeneas in the biggest show on TV. When fan-girl April's cosplay of Aeneas' love-interest Lavinia goes viral, Marcus asks her out. They might just be a match IRL.

This Time Next Year by Sophie Cousens
Born in the same hospital at the same time, Minnie and Quinn are from different worlds. But now they keep running into each other.

*Unbreak Me* by Michelle Hazen
Hatian-Creole cowboy LJ first sets out to train rancher Andra's foals, then takes on opening her heart.

Speculative Fiction

*Alpha Omega* by Nicholas Bowling
The Nutristart Skills Academy faces an outbreak of a mysterious virus and a security system malfunction. Then a human skull is discovered on their playing fields.

*Road Out of Winter* by Alison Stine
After spring doesn't return a second year in a row, Wylodine leaves her illegal marijuana farm to find better growing conditions.

*Failed State* by Christopher Brown
In the aftermath of the second American revolution lawyer Donny juggles two cases that will determine the course of America's future.

*Starsight* by Brandon Sanderson
Spensa is determined to find answers about her father's betrayal in this sequel to Skyward.

*All Systems Red* by Martha Wells
Scientists conducting surface tests on a distant planet must find out what happened to a neighboring mission that went dark.

*Rule of Capture* by Christopher Brown
In an America run by dictatorship, a lawyer must find out who really murdered an infamous opposition leader in order to save his client from a punishment worse than death.

*The Rush's Edge* by Ginger Smith
An enhanced super soldier living out his days salvaging crashed spaceships begins malfunctioning when a mysterious alien presence unleashes his desires.
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**Thriller**

**Ghosts of the Missing** by Kathleen Donohoe
Two writers look for answers to what happened when their childhood friend disappeared from their small town years ago.

**Blindsight** by Karin Slaughter
A young college professor is found brutally murdered in a small Georgia town.

**Kisscut** by Karin Slaughter
After a teenage quarrel explodes into a deadly shootout, it becomes clear the resulting death is linked to an even more brutal crime.

**Beyond All Reasonable Doubt** by Malin Persson Giolito
A legal thriller that follows one woman's efforts to overturn what may be a wrongful conviction.

**The Heart Keeper** by Alex Dahl
A desperate mother seeks to reconnect with her lost daughter.

**29 Seconds** by T. M. Logan
A woman avoiding unwanted advances from a colleague can make her problems go away with a call to a dangerous man in her debt.

**One Step Behind** by Lauren North
An ER doctor becomes obsessed with her own stalker when she has to treat him after a terrible accident.

**She Lies Close** by Sharon Doering
Grace becomes obsessed with her new neighbor, the only suspect in the recent disappearance of a five-year-old.

**When I Was You** by Amber Garza
A lonely empty-nester becomes obsessed with a young single mother who shares her name.

**Too Close** by Natalie Daniels
Forensic psychiatrist Emma begins to doubt the case surrounding a patient accused of a despicable crime.

**Everywhere to Hide** by Siri Mitchell
A woman with a rare neurological condition that prevents her from recognizing faces witnesses a murder.

**Gretchen** by Shannon Kirk
A mother and daughter on the run find dubious refuge with a pianist and his lonely daughter in rural New Hampshire.

**The Rumor** by Lesley Kara
A single mother becomes obsessed with a rumor that a notorious killer is living under an assumed identity in her seaside town.

**The Cipher** by Isabella Maldonado
After a video of her fending off an attacker goes viral, FBI agent Nina Guerrera is targeted by the man who abducted her eleven years ago.
**Westerns**

*Die With the Outlaws* by William W. Johnstone
Matt Jensen wakes up with a bullet in his leg and no memory of how he ended up alone in the middle of the desert with no horse.

*Bury the Hatchet* by William W. Johnstone
Buck fled to Wyoming after a deadly shootout with the Bower gang. Now their boss knows where he is and is coming to bury the hatchet.

*Preacher’s Carnage* by William W. Johnstone
In the bloody aftermath of a wagon ambush a suspect flees, a woman disappears, and Preacher searches for justice.

*The Devil’s Boneyard* by William W. Johnstone
The Texas Rose Saloon’s new owner Ben Savage must stop notorious hellraiser Malcolm Hazzard from killing the local sheriff.

*North of Laramie* by William W. Johnstone
After a card game turns deadly, Buck Trammel’s on the run from the Bower Gang.

*The Shotgun Wedding* by William W. Johnstone
Bo and Scratch, having delivered five mail order brides to Silverhill must now fight to keep them safe as the town’s new marshals.

**Short Stories**

*River Teeth by David James Duncan*
A collection of fiction and non-fiction that depict characters undergoing the complex and violent process of transformation.
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Cookbooks

Seriously Good Salads
Creative Flavor Combinations for Nutritious, Satisfying Meals
by Nicky Corbishley

Taste of Home Kitchen Hacks
and Recipes to Go With Them

Clean-Eating Breakfasts and Lunches Made Simple
By Lacey Baier

Even Better Brownies
50 Standout Bar Recipes for Every Occasion
by Mike Johnson

Frugal Mediterranean Cooking
Easy Affordable Recipes for Lifelong Health
by Melanie Lionello

DIY & Hobbies

The New Gardener’s Handbook
Grow a Beautiful and Bountiful Garden
by Daryl Beyers

Acrylic Paint Pouring
16 Fluid Painting Projects & Creative Techniques
by Tanja Jung

Repair Revolution
How Fixers are Transforming Our Throwaway Culture
by John Wackman & Elizabeth Knight

Pyrography Workbook
A Complete Guide to the Art of Woodburning
by Sue Walters

Debbie Shore’s Sewing Room Secrets: Quilting
Top Tips and Techniques for Successful Sewing
by Debbie Shore

The Ax Book
The Lore and Science of the Woodcutter
by D. Cook

Solve Your Money Troubles
Strategies to Get Out of Debt and Stay That Way
by Amy Loftsgordon

100 Questions Every First-Time Home Buyer Should Ask
With Answers from Top Brokers From Around the Country
by Ilyce R. Glink

Pop Manga Drawing
30 Step-By-Step Lessons for Pencil Drawing in the Pup Surrealism Style
by Camilla d’Errico

Windows 10 for Dummies
by Andy Rathbone
DIY & Hobbies

Grow Your Own Tea
The Complete Guide to Cultivating, Harvesting, and Preparing
by Christine Parks

Windows 10 for Dummies
by Andy Rathbone

Four-Season Harvest
Organic Vegetables From Your Home Garden All Year Long
by Eliot Coleman

Stitch + String Lab for Kids
40+ Creative Projects to Sew, Embroider, Weave, Wrap, and Tie
by Cassie Stephens

The Chicken Whisperer's Guide to Zero-Waste Chicken Keeping
by Andy G. Schneider

Macramé
The Craft of Creative Knotting for Your Home
by Fanny Zedenius

Punch Needle Embroidery for Beginners
by Lucy Davidson

The Complete Guide to No-Dig Gardening
Grow Beautiful Vegetables, Herbs, and Flowers the Easy Way!
by Charlie Nardozzi

Improv for Writers
10 Secrets to Help Novelists and Screenwriters Bypass Writer's Block and Generate Infinite Ideas
by Jorjeana Marie

Boutique Wire Jewelry
Easy and Elegant Necklaces, Bracelets, Rings, and Earrings
by Yuko Shimojima and Miki Onuma

Knits from the Greenhouse
Knitting Patterns for Plant-Based Fibers
by Cornelia Bartlette

Creative Calligraphy Made Easy
A Beginner's Guide to Crafting Stylish Cards, Event Decor, and Gifts
by Karla Lim

Long Trails
Mastering the Art of the Thru-Hike
by Liz Thomas

The Ultimate Hiker's Gear Guide
Tools & Techniques to Hit the Trail
by Andrew Skurka

Sacred Knots
Create, Adorn, and Transform through the Art of Knotting
by Lise Silva Gomes
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Essays & Humor

Down the River: Essays
by Edward Abbey

The Unreality of Memory
and other essays
by Elisa Gabbert

Intimations: Six Essays
by Zadie Smith

My Time Among the Whites
Notes from and Unfinished Education
by Jennine Capó Crucet

Notes to Self
by Emilie Pine

Letters of Note: Cats
Compiled by Shaun Usher

Graphic Novels & Comics

The Jungle: a Graphic Novel
Adapted and Illustrated by Kristina Gehrmann

Doom Patrol: Weight of the Worlds
by Gerard Way

The Comic Book Story of Basketball
A Fast-Break History of Hoops
by Fred Van Lente

History

The Lost History of Ancient America
How our Continent was Shaped by Conquerors, Influencers, and Other Visitors from Across the Ocean
Edited by Frank Joseph

The Bridge at Andau
The Compelling True Story of a Brave, Embattled People
by James A. Michener

To the River: a Journey Beneath the Surface
by Olivia Laing

The Great Influenza
The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History
by John M. Barry

A Short History of Seafaring
by Brian Lavery

Savage Continent
Europe in the Aftermath of World War II
by Keith Lowe

Tombstone
The Earp Brothers, Doc Holliday, and the Vendetta Ride From Hell
by Tom Clavin
Memoir & Biography

Unorthodox
The Scandalous Rejection of My Hasidic Roots
by Deborah Feldman

The Yellow House: a Memoir
by Sarah M. Broom

Adventures with Ed
A Portrait of Abbey
by Jack Loeffler

Thanks, Obama
My Hopey, Changey White House Years
A Speechwriter’s Memoir
by David Litt

Madame President
The Extraordinary Journey of Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
by Helene Cooper

Self Help

The Complete Notes from the Universe
New Perspectives from an Old Friend
by Mike Dooley

The Actor
How to Live an Authentic Life
by Don Miguel Ruiz

The Gratitude Project
How the Science of Thankfulness Can Rewire Our Brains for Resilience, Optimism, and the Greater Good
Edited by Jeremy Adam Smith et al.

The Willpower Instinct
How Self-Control Works, Why it Matters, and What You Can Do to Get More of It
by Kelly McGonigal

Good Habits, Bad Habits
The Science of Making Positive Changes That Stick
by Wendy Wood

Stop Avoiding Stuff
25 Microskills to Face Your Fears & Do it Anyway
by Matthew S. Boone

Freedom for All of Us
A Monk, a Philosopher, and a Psychiatrist on Finding Inner Peace
by Matthieu Ricard, Christophe André, and Alexandre Jollien
The Lost Boys
*Inside Muzafar Sherif’s Robber’s Cave Experiment*
by Gina Perry

The Racial Healing Handbook
*Practical Activities to Help You Challenge Privilege, Confront Systemic Racism, & Engage in Collective Healing*
by Anneliese A. Singh

The Art of War
*Translation, Essays, and Commentary by the Denma Translation Group*
by Sun Tzu

The Suspect
*An Olympic Bombing, the FBI, the Media, and Rechard Jewell, the Man Caught in the Middle*
by Kent Alexander

I’ll Be Gone in the Dark
*One Woman’s Obsessive Search for the Golden State Killer*
by Michelle McNamara

A User’s Guide to Democracy
*How America Works*
by Nick Capodice and Hannah McCarthy

What Unites Us
*Reflections on Patriotism*
by Dan Rather

In Case You Get Hit by a Bus
*How to Organize Your Life for When You’re Not Around Later*
by Abby Schneiderman and Adam Siefer

Climate Crisis and the Global Green New Deal
*by Noam Chomsky and Robert Pollin*

Murder of Innocence
*True-Crime Thrillers*
by James Patterson

The Killer’s Shadow
*The FBI’s Hunt For a White Supremacist Serial Killer*
by John Douglas and Mark Olshaker

The Age of Illusions
*How America Squandered its Cold War Victory*
by Andrew Bacevich

Overcoming Dyslexia
*by Sally Shaywitz*

What Tech Calls Thinking
*An Inquiry into the Intellectual Bedrock of Silicon Valley*
by Adrian Daub

How are We Going to Explain This?
*Our Future on a Hot Earth*
by Jelmer Mommers

The Spy and the Traitor
*The Greatest Espionage Story of the Cold War*
by Ben Macintyre

Extreme Exonomies
*What Life at the World’s Margins Can Teach Us About Our Own Future*
by Richard Davies
Health

The Oxygen Advantage
   Simple, Scientifically Proven Breathings Techniques
   by Patrick McKeown

The Hormone Cure
   A Harvard Physician’s Scientifically Proven Method to Optimize Hormones at Any Age
   by Sara Gottfried

Buddha in the Waiting Room
   Simple Truths about Health, Illness, and Healing
   by Paul Brenner

What No One Tells You
   A Guide to Your Emotions From Pregnancy to Motherhood
   by Alexandra Sacks

The Body
   A Guide for Occupants
   by Bill Bryson

The Menopause Diet Plan
   A Natural Guide to Managing Hormones, Health, and Happiness
   by Hillary Wright

Keto Diet for Dummies
   by Rami Abrams and Vicky Abrams

What to Expect:
   Eating Well When You’re Expecting
   by Heidi Murkoff

The M Word
   How to Thrive in Menopause
   by Ginni Mansberg

Parenting

Help Your Kids with Geography
   A Unique Step-By-Step Visual Guide
   by DK Publishing

Growing Up Shared
   How Parents can Share Smarter on Social Media – and What You Can Do to Keep Your Family Safe in a No-Privacy World
   by Stacey Steinberg

At Home With Dyslexia
   A Parent’s Guide to Supporting Your Child
   by Sascha Roos

Curly Kids: The Handbook
   How to Care for Your Child’s Glorious Hair
   by Lorraine Massey

Kindercoding Unplugged
   Screen-Free Activities for Beginners
   by Deanna Pecaski McLennan

Raising an Organized Child
   Five Steps to Books Independence, Ease Frustration, and Promote Confidence
   by Damon Korb
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Parenting

Parent Up
Inspire Your Child to Be Their Best Self
by Kelly Rippon

The Soul of Discipline
The Simplicity Parenting Approach to Warm, Firm, and Calm Guidance - From Toddlers to Teens
by Kim John Payne

Religion & Spirituality

How to Connect
by Thich Nhat Hanh

Be the Bridge
Pursuing God’s Heart for Racial Reconciliation
by Latasha Morrison

Science & Nature

The New Beachcomber's Guide to the Pacific Northwest
Completely Revised and Expanded 2019
by J. Duane Sept

The Last Unknowns
Deep, Elegant, Profound Unanswered Questions About the Universe, the Mind, the Future of Civilization, and the Meaning of Life
edited by John Brockman

Weirder Maths
At the Edge of the Possible
by David Darling and Agnijo Banerjee

Mammal Tracks & Sign
A Guide to North American Species
by Mark Elbroch

The Beginner's Guide to Mushrooms
Everything You Need to Know, From Foraging to Cultivating
by Britt A. Bunyard and Tavis Lynch
Language, Philosophy, and Curiosities

Military Encounters with Extraterrestrials
   The Real War of the Worlds
   by Frank Joseph

Art Curious
   Stories of the Unexpected, Slightly Odd, and Strangely Wonderful in Art History
   by Jennifer Dasal

God of Nothingness
   Poems by Mark Wunderlich

Letters of Note: War
   Compiled by Shaun Usher

The Tao of Willie
   A Guide to the Happiness in Your Heart
   by Willie Nelson